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A story we'll tell
Inside poetry boxed

It will be easy to read
With a pair of clean socks

.................................

Earth soon discovered
It lives in a group

Among planets and people
Like outer space soup

A New Year Poem – 2016 January 01

The idea of control and a resulting outcome that pleases the person who would exercise or impose the 
control, is simply her or his issue in grappling with a reality they have decided they don't like.
Leonard Nimoy – 2016 January 02

Time is location and all locations can be listed
Parallel Realities Part 1 of 3 – 2016 January 03

You can move ahead of the point, and wait for Earth to arrive. You can go back to the point where Earth 
once was. All of these points along its path exist now, just as all points along a path in the woods exist now.
Parallel Realities Part 1 of 3 – 2016 January 03

I wish to go to Jupiter...............
You have done this, by having imagined it..................
The vibrational range of your body disallows perception of movement by that physical body; your mind 
went and experienced it. What you imagined you might see, is what you DID see.
Parallel Realities Part 1 of 3 – 2016 January 03

Your existence is a huge, spherical matrix and there are an infinite number of routes and courses across 
the surface you can select. This spherical matrix has many layers and it can expand and contract. The past
is simply a route chosen that you have - for this life - chosen not to re-approach from its other end
Parallel Realities Part 1 of 3 – 2016 January 03

I might choose brunette wife over blond wife, everything else the same; all family, offspring, friends, 
coworkers etc.



Yes, and this one different choice, across your sphere, will set off many different courses for the others in 
your reality, as they choose differently based on your selection, or you choose differently based on their 
selection.
So others control us as much as we control them? 
Yes.
Parallel Realities Part 2 of 3 – 2016 January 04

To suggest what surrounds us is false, does not play well with humanity.
See how well you adopt and adapt to your environment? This excellent adaptation is what supplies the 
great benefit your journey on Earth seeks to, and does, achieve
What surrounds you is not false, within the constraints of your environment. You enter voluntarily, there 
is nothing forced upon you, including the perception that things are forced upon you
Parallel Realities Part 3 of 3 – 2016 January 07

Vibrational ranges are what humans call dimensions
Parallel Realities Part 3 of 3 – 2016 January 07

It is not natural for humans to be completely peaceful?
No, the two cannot co-exist. To rise above the chaos or absence of peace as you might prefer to define it, 
means to go beyond humanity or mankind as now known.
Parallel Realities Part 3 of 3 – 2016 January 07

World financial markets do not collapse, humans' belief and faith in one another is what shrinks
Financial Advice Part 1 of 4 – 2016 January 10

There will be a wandering of magnetic poles which disturbs the ability of ships and aircraft to navigate. 
These shifts in the location of magnetic north and south will be rapid, and will render global positioning 
satellites unusable. 
The satellites are separate from the magnetic poles. 
The causes will be from the same source; your central star's emissions.
Financial Advice Part 1 of 4 – 2016 January 10

Are these effects going to reach humans? Damage human physical health?
No, however there will be a greatly reduced ability to reproduce. The types of radiation Earth's 
atmosphere will not block will create infertility, and the birth rate will fall dramatically compared to the 
current levels
Financial Advice Part 1 of 4 – 2016 January 10

The swelling population of Earth is not uncontrolled or beyond human ability to manage; it occurs 
precisely because so many of you wish to experience Earth in these times.
Financial Advice Part 4 of 4 – 2016 January 13

You are not money, the value of your soul is never connected to it, and neither is your humanity.
Financial Advice Part 4 of 4 – 2016 January 13

The changes of which we have spoken will take place in steps over the approximate next three decades
Financial Advice Part 4 of 4 – 2016 January 13

Greater physical changes await, and they will have economic effects. Your reactions are fundamental to 
your growth and a de-emphasis on currency amounts, easy to measure, and ability to buy, less easy or 
even impossible to forecast, will make the shift more enjoyable.
Financial Advice Part 4 of 4 – 2016 January 13



Expect human societies to be far different economically in your human year of 2045
Financial Advice Part 4 of 4 – 2016 January 13

Human life is caused by souls and spirits. Cars are not their motorists at the wheel.
The Cause of Life – 2016 January 14

You do not want to see what life looks like from that angle(spirit), because you already have that. You 
want to see things from a very unique and special point-of-view, from an angle only life's cause affords.
The Cause of Life – 2016 January 14

The creators of the early humanoid life forms did so simply to make their work easier, and were not 
congratulated for their misuse of the genetic ability available.
The Cause of Life – 2016 January 14

There is always a soul willing to explore the opportunity to incarnate; how many of you have pursued the 
experience of a cat, ant, dog or horse? These are all far different than the initial humanoids.
The Cause of Life – 2016 January 14

Your souls have always existed and do not end. The many of you, nearly all of you, are parts and pieces of 
the greater force that has been separated from the collective consciousness, to which you always remain 
connected, of which you are always a part.
The Cause of Life – 2016 January 14

So humans are not well developed?
If comparisons to only physical body behaviors and activities are made, yes. This conclusion is false, 
because the ability to make the comparisons requires the simultaneous ability to see into the soul who 
occupies the bodies and being of the civilization examined.
When your souls and your role in humanity are examined together, as one, you are not underdeveloped. 
To the contrary, you are quite advanced. It requires a great degree of soul maturity to journey across 
Earth and succeed at life.
The Cause of Life – 2016 January 14

The challenge is to accept the limits as but a border or frontier, and that beyond lies something unseen 
from the human side. Human scientific process has always required an effect within perception - this is 
fine - but mistakenly assumes the cause and explanation ALSO have to be entirely within the limitations.
Christopher Hitchens – 2016 January 17

The scientific explanation for the feeling is the same as any physical sensation connected to higher 
dimensions.
As your soul and your mind receive the emotions and desires, this triggers a reaction both physical and 
emotional, this is electromagentic and occurs at frequencies above the recognized Earth spectrum.
Christopher Hitchens Comments – 2016 January 17

Are violence and crime increasing?
No.
Awareness of it seems to be.
Your awareness of this statement being made, is not an increase in awareness itself.
Human Violence & Crime – 2016 January 22

The telepathic ability to communicate provides good warning, thus deterrence among the few would be 
perpetrators considering it. Where a crime occurs is often a behavioral aberration, normal in all beings.
Human Violence & Crime – 2016 January 22

Do not consider self defense as violence. Preparation for defense can bring a sense of calm and confidence,



and the thought energy of preparation provides a deterrence.
Human Violence & Crime – 2016 January 22

If this evolution were accurate, why do both ends exist yet no longer the intermediate stages?
Evolution of Humanity – 2016 January 23

The true history of mankind's presence on Earth will be shown and explained to you, in good time, by 
your extraterrestrial cousin visitors.
Evolution of Humanity – 2016 January 23

Because visitors have not harmed human society, and cannot be controlled in any way by any entity on 
Earth, the leadership having received these contacts understands the distortions to human society that 
could develop, and the disadvantages these distortions represent for the leadership.
Evolution of Humanity – 2016 January 23

Your visitors are extremely protective of you, as cousins and family members.
Evolution of Humanity – 2016 January 23

When knowledge of developed intelligence comes to Earth humans, about such life on other worlds in 
your galaxy, there will be initial amazement at the several very different species demonstrating it, 
coexisting on one world in a way your Earth has not experienced.
Evolution of Humanity Comments – 2016 January 23

The already existing beings developed into the bigfoot as humans now call them. These beings are 
somewhat interdimensional and have the ability to disappear from the vibration range humans occupy, 
however they do not disappear. They simply become invisible.
Evolution of Humanity Comments – 2016 January 23

Our planet's history is not unique; this process has occurred on many worlds. Each planet develops 
uniquely and in this lies the interest of the colonizers, both the ET visitors and the souls to eventually 
occupy the bodies of beings created.
Evolution of Humanity Comments – 2016 January 23

Predicting the future isn't really about a future, is it? It's about choice.
Gold star for you today, we have finished this session.
Predicting the Future – 2016 January 29

Since we don't consciously know what the choice is…
You are unaware you have changed it; very perceptive of you. We award a second gold star.
Predicting the Future – 2016 January 29

Predicting the future is seductive because it means we know and can gain advantage in some way. 
The advantage is erased by knowing it............... The lives of the many of you would be distorted away 
from the preferred and desired course.
Predicting the Future – 2016 January 29

If we predict the future, we ruin it.
.............Creating a variable input can cause chaotic output and not only for yourself. Such isolated 
selfishness, for this is the way you see it, undermines many a life purpose.
Predicting the Future – 2016 January 29

The many of you reading these words, lived on Atlantis and as part of Lemuria also. This experience on 
Earth is what fuels your interest and desire to remember what your soul contains.
The Origin Of Humanity – 2016 January 31



The number, size and effects of deep sea currents will answer a great many questions about Earth's 
climate, and when understood, will reveal how the planet's heat controls the temperature of oceans, 
evaporation and weather to a great and large extent humanity cannot hope to control.
Wonders of the Oceans – 2016 February 01

The process of formulating concise inquiries is a form of channeling; as this is done the information you 
seek is "authorized" and organized, the hunches that occur to you as the questions are composed are a 
form of the channeling coming through, to help formulate the questions.
You will be certain these are your own thoughts, however they usually are not.
Chanelling is What ? – 2016 February 07

Humans still focus on forcing others to conform to the ideas of a few applied to the majority. This 
approach is the source of eventual difficulty. Each of you individually can determine what is necessary for 
life and define what about life is good or otherwise.
The emphasis of what is better should be limited to basic behavior then education and understanding of 
good and unacceptable behavior.
The Meaning of Money Part 1 of 2 – 2016 February 11

Money is the root of all evil.
No, evil behavior motivated by the hope of having more money is seen as evil. Money itself is no more than
a tool. How it is used makes the difference.
Are we going to see money eliminated on Earth?
No, not for many, many Earth centuries.
The Meaning of Money Part 2 of 2 – 2016 February 12

A woman is the original gender and we suggest the reverse; mankind is comprised of women and women 
without wombs, simply seed injectors.
The Meaning of Money Part 2 of 2 – 2016 February 12

There are few absolutes for humanity and they are physical, part of your bodies and dense environment. 
Too much or too little air, water, wind, force, heat and so forth. None of these require money.
The Meaning of Money Part 2 of 2 – 2016 February 12

We say appreciation and gratitude can be well learned from the extremes of the money spectrum..........
All of you are intelligent, all beings of the universe are. 
Stupidity is a social construct, an erroneous one.
The Meaning of Money Part 2 of 2 – 2016 February 12

Little of what you observe occurring financially will affect you individually. Human hopes for future 
consumption will change yet human need to repay debts and obligations will fade right along with the 
choices that disappear. This can be a source of comfort and tranquility in the face of what looks like 
economic ruin.
The Meaning of Money Part 2 of 2 – 2016 February 12

S/he who repeats the circumstance in face of the probabilities and likelihood is not completely separated 
from the process. Lenders unsatisfied with the existing portfolio of debts held, who seek to ever expand, 
likewise have a role in their collapse.
The Meaning of Money Part 2 of 2 – 2016 February 12

No loans should ever be made.
Such view begs perpetuity, a view of humanity mankind shares. Pursuit of the pleasurable, avoidance of 
the negative. Money, its meaning and role in humanity will operate within this, in your looming future. 



Great lessons await you all.
The Meaning of Money Part 2 of 2 – 2016 February 12

When we die, we don't go anywhere?
You go everywhere you choose, just as you already do now. It isn't possible to escape awareness, and the 
knowledge of something's existence is the result of visiting it.
Life's a Witch – 2016 February 13

What makes life difficult?...........
Life is about contrasts, without which it would not be undertaken. 
Life's a Witch – 2016 February 13

None of us come to life without understanding what happens?
None. Each of you designs your life; none of you encounter milestones without asking for them to occur. 
There are many random events throughout and there remains ability to add, remove and alter events. 
Nevertheless, the things that make life a bitch, as you would say, are planned.
Life's a Witch – 2016 February 13

There is no process of purification and the choice to see your surroundings ranked from low to high is 
that; a choice. The green tinted glasses do not the red sunset change.
The Earth experience is not dark; it is enlightening beyond description and for this reason it is pursued.
Earth life is reality, no more virtual than your home of Heaven.
Life's a Witch Comments – 2016 February 13

Nobody is held responsible in your home of Heaven, that does not hold her or himself responsible. Any 
judgment is from yourself, solely.
The view that anything is a mistake, a fault or a defect is the human view. You plan to forget who you are,
to create these contrasts you so vividly perceive.
The choice to remember who you are is both easy and difficult; easy for the asking and difficult to 
express. 
Life's a Witch Comments – 2016 February 13

Why does The Committee wants to give us a heads up of the coming Earth Changes?
Mankind's collective decision will be remarkable to see and more so, for us who have chosen a part, place 
and role. The risk is that too many of us will choose the negative reaction to the point critical mass is 
reached; the hope and intent is for humanity to understand what and why, through the information The 
Committee offers.
Committee Question Why Is This Information Given? – 2016 February 19

I see digression coming, which I'll avoid. I want to stick to this gravity stuff…
No doughnuts for you.
Einstein's theory, if I read it correctly, said gravity would distort the space time continuum.
Yes, however it does not distort, it reveals.
Gravity Waves – 2016 February 23

Magnetism is the result of electron bumping, or electron movement. Electricity it is called....... Gravity is 
magnetism, without electricity.
Gravity Waves – 2016 February 23

Can enough electricity or light be created to affect gravity?
Yes, of course. It is for this reason nuclear weapon use would not be permitted on Earth, to a large scale. 
The mass effect on lost lives or death of human bodies would create effects extending far from Earth.
Gravity Waves – 2016 February 23



Gravity is one effect of density interacting with density, where the densities are a subject of the greater 
reality and existence the densities do not see. 
Gravity Waves – 2016 February 23

The illusion of it, yes. If time is seen as fixed and sequential. Away from Earth or above the physical 
dimensions humans occupy, gravity does not distort the space time continuum. Time represents distance 
and the rate over which it can be crossed, in units attached to some unit of measurement.
Gravity Waves – 2016 February 23

Light can travel faster than we believe?
Or slower, and each range of velocities is represented by a detectable spectrum, to which eyes adapt.
Gravity Waves – 2016 February 23

It seems unfair that victims are required to take the higher ground and not retaliate, where the perpetrators 
don't have to make that effort.
Where else should the change begin, then? The higher ground offers higher reward. Perpetrators will 
respond more positively than might be expected.
Emmett Louis Till – 2016 February 26

When undesirable behavior is encountered, actively pursue other behaviors from the bad actor's group 
who are not that way. I know this is not simple or easy, but it required effort to create racist behavior. A 
little bit more in the other direction will kill the infection.
Emmett Louis Till – 2016 February 26

When can we expect to see fuel prices rise?
When the first geophysical events occur to cause a supply disruption. As these happen, the unavailability 
and rise in prices will begin.
Food – 2016 March 03

How long will the warmer temperatures and lesser sunlight last? 
Approximately a decade, with a quicker onset of effects and a slower reduction of high altitude ash aloft. 
The onset of the effects will begin to be felt after approximately one year and increase for two. The effects 
will continue without much change from there for a subsequent two years and then diminish steadily.
Food – 2016 March 03

What effects do you see in an industrially developed nation?
Far less prepared food, less restaurant business. Far more consumption will be raw than is now the case, 
and much more home preparation and consumption will take place.
Food – 2016 March 03

Tell us all what would be an ideal meal?
Lean protein, fruits and grains and monounsaturated fat. What you eat, what we have programmed you 
to eat, as you chose.
Eggs, half a grapefruit, oatmeal and a few peanuts?
Yes, a good example. There are many combinations of foods which are more ideal than others.
Food – 2016 March 03

We offer events and effects and naturally you want to know when. We will say the precise answer, which is
when they occur.
Events   Calendar – 2016 March 04

Earth time is compressed or expanded to meet congruence, and events chosen to happen within the agreed
or expected points, happen as the instigators act.



This means the Japanese attack on Pearl Harbor required many participants' movements to be 
accelerated or slowed to achieve collective action.
Events   Calendar – 2016 March 04

We can see Earth from a distance of several hundred thousand of your kilometers, from ten thousand, one
thousand and one hundred, among four screens in one. When you return home, along with us and many 
others, you will also remember these things.
Events   Calendar – 2016 March 04

The many humans planning participation will adjust time to be located where the event will affect them. 
On Earth, this will seem to be normal time, but time will have been either accelerated or slowed, relative 
to the rhythm of the sun's light.
This will coordinate the placement of people to the events. The movements are not adjusted along a 
calendar; this aspect is not taken into consideration. The movements are adjusted to match the ideal 
placement each soul chooses
Events   Calendar – 2016 March 04

Why is it worth it to see a trend? Or, in the case of myself or anybody who has read any this stuff, what's the 
point?
Knowledge calms, ignorance irritates.
A No Subject epeci – 2016 March 11

None of you are robots flowing along a predetermined path of someone else's making and control. All of 
you control every step you make. You don't think you do, because many of the steps you have chosen for 
yourself, you review and anticipate when you are asleep.
A No Subject epeci – 2016 March 11

We offer that geophysical events are heavily influenced by human energy. You do not exist on Earth 
without effects to you from it, nor from you back into Earth, energetically.
A No Subject epeci – 2016 March 11

Esteemed Committee, thank you for the no-name, or no-subject post. You never fail to follow through.
You are too modest, your role is not small and your follow through is key. Essential, as an ambassador to 
mankind, sent by humanity. Be well, we wish you all.
A No Subject epeci – 2016 March 11

God = the collective of you all, and us. It is not a patriarchal power above and beyond each of us, with 
power of control, domination and influence to whom you would pray and receive arbitrary benefit.
A Break In The Action.... – 2016 March 17

Thoughts are energy, one and the same. Yes, thoughts are received well by ETs, and also by humans. You 
call it intuition, mind reading, channeling and often, just a hunch.
Ten Questions – 2016 March 26

Thoughts are not sound and thus, are far easier to remember, recall and repeat.
Ten Questions – 2016 March 26

Human brains receive electrical signals created from sound and convert the signal to thought energy 
required for understanding. You do not hear with your brain, but rather the soul. The brain is the energy 
to body interface.
Ten Questions – 2016 March 26

When humans approach then exceed three hundred thousand kilometers per second, time as Earth 



presence perceives it to exist, fades away. This does not mean human body functions are suspended, but 
rather the calendar of Earth and the devices called clocks which measure sub-segments, cease to be 
relevant.
Ten Questions – 2016 March 26

Whenever I read the words of the committee I feel this emotional pull. Familiar but just out of my reach. Just
a comment.
You are not out of reach, your human training creates this. The emotional pull you feel is your true self 
poking through the wrapping. The human word is channeling, you are feeling the beginnings of telepathic 
communication natural to you.
Five Questions – 2016 March 29

A soul's life plan may involve "suffering" as we understand from human point of view. So far as a soul is 
considered, there is no positive or negative...its an experience which will ultimately uplift the soul and 
hence beneficial for the soul. For other souls, such news and picture may prompt them to do something 
to cause a change, again uplifting the soul(s). So whatever happens, it ultimately benefits the soul 
through experience. This awareness, I guess is more commonplace among ETs than in humans. So they 
do not get overtly emotional.
Five Questions Comments Santanu – 2016 March 29

Our energetic souls and spirits are not bound to anything as in the sense of tied to or obligated to 
something. That notion runs contrary to free will, a defining aspect of all existence
Five More Reader Questions – 2016 March 31

Do they (your GAGs) receive a reward themselves if they are successful in this mission .......
Yes, great rewards await but these are self rewards, not given by others with authority, control or rank 
over the recipient of the "prize".
Five More Reader Questions – 2016 March 31

The telepathic communication which receives and understands thought energy also extracts this from 
written words and recorded & replayed spoken words.
A Potpourri of Thirty Two  – 2016 April 01

Some ETs do observe humans in intimate moments humans consider as such, however only with 
permission. Human privacy is not invaded arbitrarily, and human choices and preferences are given the 
highest priority of respect.
A Potpourri of Thirty Two  – 2016 April 01

You construct the agreement and if written into human words built of letters,........... there would be 
approximately two pages of what you call A4 paper in the country of English, approximately one thousand
five hundred to two thousand of such characters, including word spaces and marks, that which you call 
punctuation.
A Potpourri of Thirty Two  – 2016 April 01

What is the easiest way to call upon a spirit? Imagine their face? Saying their names?
If you wish to imagine a face or name, which spirits do not have, then choose and give them these things 
and the spirit will adopt and use them for and with you, happily and gladly.
A Potpourri of Thirty Two  – 2016 April 01

Could I improve my "life" in heaven by what I'm doing on Earth?
Yes, these are simultaneous, you are in Heaven now, but on a trip that makes it appear as if you are not.
A Potpourri of Thirty Two  – 2016 April 01

Can I replay any moment in any world in the Universe as if I was there, not just a faint memory?



Yes, and in greater detail than you can imagine.
A Potpourri of Thirty Two  – 2016 April 01

What animals on Earth are self-aware?
Generally, animals that sleep and dream.
A Potpourri of Thirty Two  – 2016 April 01

Sleep is required to escape the body and return home to where your essence and existence truly belong. As
human studies have demonstrated, the human mind shreds itself if sleep is denied, called psychosis. This is
why. Your soul must detach from the body, on a regular basis, for both body and soul to thrive.
A Potpourri of Thirty Two  – 2016 April 01

Earth has a unique energetic signature, as do all things and places in the universe.
A Potpourri of Thirty Two  – 2016 April 01

Your soul and the lives and incarnations occur simultaneously, at the same "time" as you might say. From 
the Earth sequential calendar, no, however this is an illusion from the viewpoint of your soul. You cannot 
be a cheetah and human and encounter yourselves physically, but you do so in your soul's true home
A Potpourri of Thirty Two  – 2016 April 01

Many types of things have a soul energy, collective when there are no individual organisms exercising free 
will, such as sand.
A Potpourri of Thirty Two  – 2016 April 01
 
The light of the soul of a human is of similar strength to that of your sun. Your energetic soul absorbs and 
enjoys this light, and it only has possible negative effects upon a human body, never to the essence of your 
existence, your soul.
Orbs  – 2016 April 04

This is The Shift, not only of physical properties, forces and effects which surround mankind, but also of 
ideas, approach and attitude.
American Presidential Politics  – 2016 April 07

It is easier to use heat for propulsion, much as do your jet engines, internal combustion of fuels. The 
difference will be zero fuel and emissions, the heat will be produced with controlled nuclear fission in tiny, 
local, portable use units no larger than current jet turbine engines. Magnetism is also a good technology, 
but the controlled, limited nuclear fission heat is more efficient use for propulsion than converted to 
electricity and magnetism.
Nikola Tesla  – 2016 April 18

Vehicle autonomy will improve greatly through far higher battery capacity and also zero fuel generation 
stations found as easily and frequently as current fuel stations. The cost to manufacture and install a fuel 
free electricity generation station will be a good deal less than costs the station and refined fuel now 
common. Battery capacity will give 500 to 700 km range to surface vehicles.
Nikola Tesla  – 2016 April 18

The Earth's surface magnetism is collected and built up to create a periodic spark; this discharge, similar 
to a very weak bolt of lightning, resembling an arc (and so far, often considered an error or mistake) will 
be fed into a crystal to amplify the energy and create a light pulse. This bright pulse of light will be used 
with photovoltaic cells or what are commonly called solar panels, to convert the light pulse into direct 
current flow. The source energy, Earth's natural surface magnetism, is abundant and permanent. It 
cannot be depleted or run down; the crystals likewise are made from a widely available, cheap material 
common everywhere on Earth. The chemistry in photovoltaic cells is already well known. The generation 



will have no moving parts, emissions or need for regular, periodic maintenance.
Nikola Tesla  – 2016 April 18

Dreams come after visits
The trips you make back home
Out of time leftover
On spirit telephones
Poetry & Dream Prose Part 1 – 2016 April 23

There is a positive effect on body function from positive aspects of life; you would call these attitude, 
perspective and approach. As each of these is pursued in a way humans consider positive, so will the 
energy of your soul flow and lift up all who surround it.
Poetry & Dream Prose Part 1 – 2016 April 23

Your mind is your soul, the human mind is the portion allocated and assigned to the life path and course 
you follow.
Poetry & Dream Prose Part 1 – 2016 April 23

Your body, brain and mind are, respectively, a vehicle, its operator and cognitive control of body 
movements.
Poetry & Dream Prose Part 1 – 2016 April 23

The mind departs the body and brain before this condition (no blood flow) sets in, and the departure is 
not detected.
Poetry & Dream Prose Part 1 – 2016 April 23

Most souls select complete freedom to act, or be acted upon, within specific patterns, parameters, limits 
and paths. Guardian Angel Guides are only guides, they are never designers or architects before or after 
the fact.
Poetry & Dream Prose Part 1 – 2016 April 23

As you are alive and well on your Kansas City corner, your mind can also be present and connected to a 
soul on another planet many light years distant.
Poetry & Dream Prose Part 1 – 2016 April 23

You are all energetic beings. Your existence, the essence of your creation, is energetic wave motion. 
Humans have determined wave motion to be energy which temporarily moves, disturbs and distorts 
material. This is true as energy moves through. The source of wave motion is either physical or electrical, 
and the electrical wave is seen to manifest in the physical or invisible, as electromagnetic signals.
Your mind is this energy without manifestation or appearance in the physical realms you occupy.
Poetry & Dream Prose Part 1 – 2016 April 23

So what is the substance of our mind?
Electromagnetic signals are the closest manifestation in the human environment. The difference is 
velocity, speed or level of vibration.
Poetry & Dream Prose Part 1 – 2016 April 23

The coma is for the Earth family and friends, not the comatose. They are out of and away from their 
physical bodies.
Poetry & Dream Prose Part 1 – 2016 April 23

Where or what is a typical meeting each of us conducts when we depart our bodies for sleep?
In almost all cases, you encounter your guardian angel guides. If necessary, you discuss your place and 



events as they exist in your plan. Your guides will point out provisions you have included, and sometimes 
you will ask them to replay for you the expectation you had when plotting your life course. All of you 
together will compare your circumstance and feelings with your expectations. If you choose to make 
adjustments, these can be made during this phase of your dreams.
Poetry & Dream Prose Part 1 – 2016 April 23

Awake and aware, life seems to be. Your Earth experience is the faded portion of your awareness, and this 
creates a faded view of your more broad and complete existence.
Part 2 Dreams – 2016 April 26

So the principle purpose of sleep is to mend the body?
No, the half of the purpose is your body; the other, your mind. Your soul, your spirit, your true essence.
OK, I get the physical part, medical science understands that fairly well, but what then does the soul require?
Escape, return and revisit. Vacation.
Part 2 Dreams – 2016 April 26

Your mind is not naturally adapted to physical life; to incarnate is to do something not natural to your 
existence. Your well being requires a departure and return to your natural environment.
Part 2 Dreams – 2016 April 26

It is too easy to assume everything must be seen, heard, felt and touched to exist. Too often the vast 
majority of humans would understand the foregoing and then extrapolate the existence of something 
beyond the physical senses as measurable in units of the physical senses. This is the hurdle. To leap over it,
is easily done by recognizing there exists a hurdle. Just as you cannot leap over a barrier you cannot see or
detect.
Part 2 Dreams – 2016 April 26

Before considering new beliefs, it is necessary to acknowledge the existing beliefs and that they are not 
complete. They are complete unto themselves
Part 2 Dreams – 2016 April 26

Seek not to extend the physical body and brain, ever connected, into the realm of the mind and brain. 
Extend, or draw, the mind and brain closer to the body. Accept the mind as independent of and as 
operator of the brain, and by extension, the body for which the brain exists to manage and operate.
Part 2 Dreams – 2016 April 26

Lack of sleep.
..........The greater effect on you, is to your spirit and soul. You cut short your fun, recreation and 
communication with and in your home, and shortchange yourself................
The ability to ask your guides, your friends and all souls who might wish to meet with you, is reduced.
Part 2 Dreams – 2016 April 26

Insomnia
.........The inability to sleep is both physical, often chemical, and also mental, both connected. There is a 
reason and there is choice. Once the reason is seen, in many cases admitted, the choice becomes as obvious
as the sun overhead on a cloudless day.
Part 2 Dreams – 2016 April 26

Experience sleep terror
They remember these symbolic images, which represent something in life they fear will attack or hurt 
them. These are intentional creations of the soul, to send a message to recognize something, usually, 
someone in life they fear will become or is already being a demon to their existence.
Part 2 Dreams – 2016 April 26



Dreams
The meanings are unique to each of you, the symbols you choose as you believe they best represent to you, 
what you need to see. Simply having memory of dream long enough to recall it, is intentional. The 
emotions you feel as each event and place occur match what operates in your life awake. There are no 
mysteries; consider the emotion of the dream memory and its application to your life will emerge like a 
drain from water.
Part 2 Dreams – 2016 April 26

What advice do you have for humans about dreams?
Manage them; ask yourself to show yourself what will entertain you, console you, alert you or simply 
accompany you, before you fall asleep. Recognize your ability to choose, and acknowledge that upon 
awakening, you will achieve what you wish, even if it is not remembered.
Part 2 Dreams – 2016 April 26

Your existence is independent of the Earth timeline illusion; where you go and what you do is independent
of your life within this pattern you believe to be time.
Part 2 Dreams – 2016 April 26

The reason dementia occurs is similar to Asperger's or autism, it is an experiment - remember your word 
experiment is experience - conducted by the soul.
Alzheimer's – 2016 April 30

Why do the three of you, or does any energetic spirit, communicate with humans this way?
To avoid ignoring your existence, from your point of view.
Why Channel? – 2016 May 02

What is the purpose?
So that humans understand spirits exist, that humans are not as separate as the physical body 
sensation suggests you might be. To limit the illusion the human body can create. 
Human incarnation on Earth is a voyage through which it is easy to believe one travels incommunicado, 
because a specific communication between humans manifests through the voice and ears. 
We communicate so that all of you know, there exist other ways between you.
Why Channel?  Comments – 2016 May 02

When did humans begin training this out of our offspring?
At age three or four, from our observations.
I meant, along the time-frame of mankind's existence on Earth.
Shortly after the first generations of humanoids died. There was no more regular presence of 
extraterrestrial visitors; everything inside physical contact was bound to Earth. It did not require more 
than a few subsequent generations for the idea of spirit communication to fade.
Why Channel? – 2016 May 02

We will predict a common trend; there will be moments of communication humans will observe between 
ETs and certain human people; the communication will be unmistakable. Rapidly this will become 
understood as telepathy between physical being that can at least be seen if not touched.
Why Channel? – 2016 May 02

What would happen to humans if all spirit communication stopped?
This is not possible; a good portion of your brain's thoughts are exactly this. The question is a different 
way of saying, what would happen if all human brains ceased to function?
Why Channel? – 2016 May 02

The idea human thoughts can alter human actions which follow human thoughts, is not human.



Why Channel?  Comments – 2016 May 02

What will be the effect on the world and on the USA if Trump gains power?
Little, as has occurred with the incumbent and predecessors.
USA & World Politics – 2016 May 05

We shall say the personalities and interests of the donor can and sometimes do transfer to the recipient, 
yet not while the donor remains alive.
Personality Transplants – 2016 May 08

The recipient of a transplanted body part establishes, at the soul and spirit level, a connection with the 
soul and spirit of the donor, the latter very aware of the recipient. Their souls confer as they sleep, and 
often the transplant is part of the life plan of the recipient.
Personality Transplants – 2016 May 08

In the instances of transplants where the recipient takes on certain interests and ideas once a part of the 
life of the deceased donor, this is by mutual agreement independent of the body piece itself.
Personality Transplants – 2016 May 08

There will be more candidates for elective office in the USA and also around the world, that bring new, 
fresh and controversial approaches and style.
TRUMP Q & A – 2016 May 08

Many events to come will illuminate the risks and pitfalls of ever larger governments, a worldwide trend, 
and there will be an achieved effort to limit governing authority to a far smaller role than many humans 
now consider normal or even ideal, for this world agreement.
TRUMP Q & A – 2016 May 08

He is not seeking wealth, fame or influence beyond what he has already achieved. A life purpose he has 
come to Earth to fulfill, is to lessen the skeptical, even chagrined idea that all politicians are not to be 
trusted; that all of them, some to a greater extent and other less so, generally follow a path to greater 
personal gain, at the expense of the citizens who grant them authority.
TRUMP Q & A – 2016 May 08

Will the economic collapse happen during Trump's presidency?
The trend is already occurring and will continue. Most financial collapses are unseen until just before they
occur, and there will be several of these.
TRUMP Q & A – 2016 May 08

Will there be an Earthquake in California during his rule?
...........Yes. This is more likely during Mr. Trump's second term. Yes, as events and decisions stand, he will 
be re-elected.
TRUMP Q & A – 2016 May 08

Mr. Trump's life course so far has involved many events where he came under public scrutiny, scorn and 
criticism and he is well adapted to it; it has little effect. He cares little about popularity in the way an 
established career politician views this issue; he understands he will attract two critics for three 
supporters gained and will direct efforts towards supplying positive gains for the three, leaving it to that 
sixty percent to mollify the opposed two fifths.
TRUMP Q & A – 2016 May 08

Mr. Trump's role in Earth's development is another step humanity has chosen to follow, to lessen the 
notions of leaders providing answers, solutions and advantages seen to be difficult or impossible to obtain 



unless granted by a central authority.
TRUMP Q & A – 2016 May 08

You hail from and shall return to a great place of understanding and knowledge such that you cannot 
imagine on Earth. We attempt insight into what you are, what you have been and shall always be, yet we 
also know you cannot even truly see into what you are, inside and throughout.
International Relations – 2016 May 18

Remember this always and immediately when the horrors of the few shock the many, for it is always the 
few and the lesser among you who seek short term attention and control through it.
International Relations – 2016 May 18

What behavior mysteries are there about Earth?
The criminal violence and its teaching; it is well within Earth human capability to reduce this, yet the 
methods are simply not followed, for not having been recognized and acknowledged. This is but one of 
many mysteries; the insistence upon monogamy in marriage
The Far Side of the Moon - Outerspace Music – 2016 May 20

The moon is neither hollow or filled with water. There is none. It contains a number of metallic inserts 
place to stabilize its orbit around Earth; these are located twenty kilometers below the surface and are 
numerous. They are the cause of the moon's lack of rotation, which is not the primary intended effect 
but assists.
These metallic inserts, principally ferrous, stabilize the moon's distance and nearly circular orbit which 
in turn assists Earth's rotation and revolution around the sun.
The Far Side of the Moon - Outerspace Music  Comments – 2016 May 20

Mr. Trump does not represent a similar threat against similar circumstances.( integration of military 
force, supply, industry and deployment ) Forces outside the USA will give rise to increased military 
capability and use, by the USA.
A Reader's Dozen – 2016 May 21

Who came down to earth and led the Israelites walk around in the Sinai Dessert for 40 years and fed them 
manna and quails?
Extraterrestrials.
A Reader's Dozen – 2016 May 21

Where is Noah's Ark buried?
It is not buried, but partially covered with sedimentary deposits and some ice, in the high foothills of the 
Himalayas.
A Reader's Dozen – 2016 May 21

Bigfoot, yeti and sasquatch are a native Earth creature,................ they survived and developed and have 
modified into beings which transpose dimensions, which was key to survival during calamitous moments 
which caused extinctions otherwise. They are highly developed mentally, more than most humans.
A Reader's Dozen – 2016 May 21

All of your soul is in your body and your home, simultaneously. Different parts are used at any moment, 
much the way not all rooms of a house are used at the same time, yet remain a permanent and always 
accessible part.

Plunge is a good word yet we would say leap and jump, for you do not plunge into anything but rather 
emerge into a unique environment into which you literally jump.

To suggest higher or oversoul implies lower or undersoul, and these are human Earth hierarchies and 



rank, and do not apply as the words might suggest. You are not over yourself and do not lord over any 
part of your existence, to the subjugation or detriment of another.

Yes, you carefully choose and select your guardians and guides and with them plan your life. Each plan is 
unique, what hard and fast rules apply to the one do not have to engage the other.
No, your higher self cannot guide you, it IS you. This is to suggesting your right arm should guide the left, 
as you operate a motor vehicle.
A Reader's Dozen – 2016 May 21

When you awaken and begin the day, the illusion of reality that surrounds you can feed the idea there is a 
greater existence of your self, but this is not the case. The greatness of your soul is always connected to and
a part of you. There are no exceptions to this.
A Reader's Dozen – 2016 May 21

In other words, beliefs create themselves?
Of course, this is the essence of your soul's existence, and changes not one bit because of incarnation. 
Money simply lubricates the delay in creation, which does not occur in higher vibration environments.
Global Debt and Falling Demand – 2016 May 22

I can see great chaos and social strife being caused by loss of livelihoods, as this comes into play.
Yes, this will not be uncommon................ There will be a return to more basic recreation and 
entertainment, as some suffer in frustration with unfulfilled expectations.
Global Debt and Falling Demand – 2016 May 22

You are not money and not worthy to yourself, or to anyone else, because of it. Others who give you with 
relatively little, so that more can be kept for themselves, value themselves quite low.
Generosity begets itself.
Goodness in the World – 2016 May 26

To demonstrate proportions, the climb to the first large drop might require thirty to forty seconds, the 
rapid drop to the next low point only five and the entire ride might be no longer than ninety or as much as
one hundred twenty seconds. In either case, the climb plus fall will be a little more than one third the 
length of the ride.
When an economic fall occurs, wait until it bottoms out, which is quick, and then know you have run 
thirty five to forty percent of the way. At most, stability will come to be, in double the combined rise & fall
time, when added to it.
Goodness in the World – 2016 May 26

Humans are denied telepaths. Your GAGs will alert you to dishonesty; listen. Anytime you suspect 
dishonesty is possible, this idea is being channeled to you, because it is already occurring.
Goodness in the World – 2016 May 26

When the ability of telepathy is acknowledged to already exist, then would-be deceivers will know they are
not able to fool or trick anyone as easily, and before long, deception is discarded. It is understood to be 
almost impossible to achieve. Armed robbers avoid armed targets.
Goodness in the World – 2016 May 26

To encounter grief and anguish is not rare in a human life; despair causes the many of you to end your 
lives. Eleven to twelve of every hundred thousand lives end their own, each year.
Walk-In – 2016 May 27

What causes the walk-in scheme to be planned?
The souls involved see the benefit of teamwork, in the service of others and the greater circumstances. 



Walk-in bodies are often used to fill important, influential roles. The circumstances surrounding the life 
and the effects upon a great number of humans, make this an option in a very few cases. Such as the 
current president of the USA.
Walk-In – 2016 May 27

To suspend a life's experience when the perception of grief, anguish and despair rise up, robs a human of 
free will. To enjoy freedom to succeed means freedom to fail must be available. To desire the chance for 
gain carries risk of loss; to restrict one without the other distorts the natural law of the universe.
Walk-In – 2016 May 27

What proof do you have there was a person named Yeshua who became a preacher then founder of a 
religion without intending to do so? The proof accepted, in that case, will apply well to both these people.
(Yeshua and Lehi)
Book of Mormon – 2016 June 06

A person's belief and value system should be based on the person's insight of the truth.
Book of Mormon Comments Stpehen – 2016 June 06

Deus Nexus - which means "Link to God". That's all of us, not just her/him! We are linked to what we are 
and create, collectively; even atheists and agnostics, right?
Quantum Physics Warp Speed and Alien Bases – 2016 June 08

We don't look at the experiment being performed and think, "wave; pass through both slits because now I am
looking".
No, and that is not necessary. Simply be aware you are observing, through your eyes and with your mind. 
You accept that you cannot see the particle, only the results. This acceptance, or more correctly, decision 
to not refuse the results, allows the process to occur.
Quantum Physics Warp Speed and Alien Bases – 2016 June 08

A group of humans could gather, gaze and focus energies upon a target and make it do things based on 
collective desire?
Yes, all that is required is belief
Quantum Physics Warp Speed and Alien Bases – 2016 June 08

This is the dichotomy, conundrum or contradiction of human proof of requirements; what humans 
require as proof undermines its manifestation. Humans want to see physical proof they refuse to see, 
because they refuse to believe it can be created, had and observed.
Quantum Physics Warp Speed and Alien Bases – 2016 June 08

We all know what green is, without its name.
Not a blind person. Green and blue are but learned information.
Quantum Physics Warp Speed and Alien Bases – 2016 June 08

We perceive light to travel at 300,000 kilometers per second.
Increases in vibrational range will proportionally increase this velocity of movement of light into the next 
range. This will occur along logarithms, what you have identified these to be human understanding of 
mathematics. The three point triangle moving among four stops, what creates the proton or neutron, is a 
clue. The first logarithmic increase will be three times four, or a dozen. Thus, one stage of frequency 
amplification will increase light twelve times. This could be called warp one, three hundred thousand to 
the twelfth power, or 300,000^12.
Quantum Physics Warp Speed and Alien Bases – 2016 June 08

So 25 billion km, more than three times the distance to Pluto from Earth, means at warp one, we could travel 



from Earth to Pluto in about 2½ seconds of Earth time?
Yes, at warp one.
Quantum Physics Warp Speed and Alien Bases – 2016 June 08

Was it your life contract to do this?
Yes.
To what greater purpose?
The greater purpose is secondary, and is to awaken the targets of Islamic terror as much as one act can 
help do this. The specific purpose was to provide the experience for me and each of the victims.
Omar Mir Seddique Mateen – 2016 June 14

You are no longer Omar Mateen, so what reaction do you, your entire self, have?
Satisfaction at a plan carried out.
Your victims; you've met with or been confronted by them or have you at least come face-to-face?
Yes.
The reactions?
Compassion and forgiveness, from all of them, universally.
Omar Mir Seddique Mateen – 2016 June 14

What is the objective of saying these events are jihad, and shouting that God is Great? 
It gives the false notion of strength; to suggest there is a common enemy or oppressor. This false notion 
temporarily feeds the emotional neediness of the many followers of Islam who have been swayed by this 
ideology. This is not a majority, but there are so many Muslims on Earth, only a minority portion amounts
to hundreds of millions. Appeal is made to a segment of this minority portion, by wrapping such acts up as
a holy war against which Muslims must fight back to avoid extinction.
Omar Mir Seddique Mateen – 2016 June 14

Will any good come of this?
It already has, and political changes will be made for the benefit of many humans, Muslim and non-
Muslim alike.
What are the expected changes?
Reluctance by knowledgeable people to speak out, will reduce. Willingness of helpers to recruit blindly 
naïve actors, as I was in this life, will drop and become more difficult for those who still choose this route.
Omar Mir Seddique Mateen – 2016 June 14

Why does the phobia of homosexuality seem to run so strongly among Muslims?
The religion and cultures built upon it use this as a tool of creating strength; to identify a target to then be 
hunted, uncovered and eliminated provides short term reasons for being. It is a hollow notion that must be
renewed often to have any effect, yet soon the effect wears off. By this time, new hunters have been 
recruited and put into action.
Omar Mir Seddique Mateen – 2016 June 14

Karma is optional; if a soul chooses reincarnation and also inserts life experiences which address what 
a soul believes require it, then karma can exist & function, positively or negatively.
Omar Mir Seddique Mateen Comments Patrick – 2016 June 14

If you haven't yet made certain key life decisions, then how can you know what to balance in another life?
You make all of the key decisions simultaneously; you compare each line or course of planned events, 
as they are laid out in front of you. If you choose, you may adjust on the left, on the right and in the 
middle. This is why you sleep and dream, it is during these interludes of apparent unconsciousness you 
review, confer and rearrange. 

 Also, can you balance it out something that happened on earth on a different planet? 
Yes, if you wish however rarely is this done because the experience of one world likely involves other 



souls, who would be obligated to come incarnate with you on the new planet, to re-create the setting of 
soul surroundings to play out the new episode. Far more productive would this be, to reincarnate on the 
same world. Introspection and understanding of a completed life experience does not require re-
incarnation. An experience is not its review.
Omar Mir Seddique Mateen Comments – 2016 June 14

Yes, departed souls feel NOT only sorrow and regret for murder but they also FEEL WHAT THE VICTIMS 
FELT, JUST AS IF THEY WERE THE VICTIM but only if the death was not a scheduled event.

If the life contracts of killer(s) and victim(s) provide for this event, then the remorse and regret take on a 
different tone, if they appear at all. This notion seems cold and callous; and it is. To us humans on Earth.
Omar Mir Seddique Mateen Comments – 2016 June 14

Since there weren't "virgins" coming to greet you, where do you think the source of this silly concept came 
from? If you could speak to a jihadist about the afterlife what would you tell him or her?
Earth and sexual ideas are the source. I would tell a jihadi it is not what you are told, at all. It is far nicer 
and the best way to arrive is through kindness and gentleness, it improves the experience enormously.

You could have broken your "contract" to cause this suffering, and you had a number of chances to do so 
with other exit points (self inflicted for example). Now that you can experience all the suffering you've 
caused, in your life review, what alternate path might you have chosen in this life?
Yes, I could have broken the agreement and I am glad I did not. I was not the only contract holder. I could
have chosen many alternate paths or none at all, which was the principal option, to either not be 
incarnated and allow someone else to pursue such role with many souls, or to do as I did.

Ask some of your guides to come forward. Give us a message from them on how we can process this event in 
a more positive healing way. The veil is thinning. How can we learn love from the flipside?
In what more positive way the event can be processed, is up to each observer. I am not responsible for 
reactions or processing, and this idea holds far too much sway among humans. To dislike what one 
sees or hears, reflexively has the observer or listener transferring responsibility of a reaction they 
themselves choose, onto the thing or person, almost always a person, they consider offensive.
Omar Mir Seddique Mateen Comments – 2016 June 14

So if you had not had easy access, as one store owner reported you to the FBI, if you had been caught, 
otherwise stopped - we have free will after all - someone could have decided to stop you, how would your life 
have played out? 
"Up until the moment I began the massacre, I had not done anything for which I would have been 
stopped. This is the strategy used by my former masters on Earth, to locate sympathetic Muslim US 
citizens without a criminal background.
Omar Mir Seddique Mateen Comments – 2016 June 14

Maybe the question should be "what has your life review been like?" Have you experienced the emotions you
caused by your actions with your ex wife? Your father? Those whose families are suffering? Perhaps a 
description of what that's like can give us insight.
"Yes, I have already been through all of their emotions, just as I planned before incarnating. I inflicted a 
lot of harm, as we all agreed I would. It was horrible. My purpose was to understand what horror is."
Omar Mir Seddique Mateen Comments – 2016 June 14

The soul is immortal, and "death" is viewed much more casually, I would think, than we see it from here.
They agree completely, with the following interpretations: death of a human is not viewed casually but 
rather, is not viewed with finality or tragic interpretation.
Omar Mir Seddique Mateen Comments – 2016 June 14

Once several members (European union) have indicated desire to depart, in a scheduled and orderly way, 
other current members will simply abandon the arrangement; it will dissolve quickly.



Europe – A Reader Question – 2016 June 18

The sudden and recent migration into Europe from the Middle East, occurring over the two and three 
years leading until today, will drop off...........
Integration of these newcomers into host nations will not be swift, as economic pressures create the image 
of competitor and sometimes, intruder...........
The next phase of the future, overlapping heavily with the ending of the first phase, will enter as 
worldwide effects of the shift, which shall be general economic decline and slowing of activity.............
Over the longer term, worldwide effects of geophysical, economic and social nature will take hold across 
Earth and the issue of migration will cease to be of importance.
Europe – A Reader Question – 2016 June 18

The value of the British currency has fallen, many stock and bond indices have dropped and the impression is
loss of wealth.
These are paper losses as humans are given to say, although all loss of money is a paper loss, despite 
human perception otherwise.
The Future of the EU – 2016 June 29

Who will bail out first?
There are several candidates; the decision will likely be one of default, where the departing nation simply 
ceases to remit tax monies to the central authority. The established leadership of such countries can do so, 
and will, justified by economic pressures. Simultaneously these non-remitters will establish a national 
currency, and the break-up will ensue.
This sounds like a bigger nation; my guess would be Germany.
Your guess is accurate.
The Future of the EU – 2016 June 29

Frame your question not about money but floods; after the water recedes, will you be unaffected? Even 
if you escape the direct flood waters yourself, everything else around you will have been, and therefore 
the effects of the flood, if not the water, indeed reach you.

Money is a human social agreement; your question is really about purchasing ability. Even if you keep 
the units of money you have, and maybe also the growth you hope for and expect, what will the value of 
it become when everything else around you changes?
The Future of the EU Comments Patrick – 2016 June 29

Death is as natural as birth, yet one is celebrated and the other avoided at all costs. One is very avoidable 
and is celebrated and the one that cannot be avoided is rejected and for a time denied acceptance
Guardian Angel Intervention – 2016 July 01

Dematerialization is a process of raising atomic vibration frequency of both the object mass and its 
surrounding environment to a level that causes it to disappear when observed from a different level or 
frequency range.
Why Aren't They Visible – 2016 July 09

Susan   9/7/2016 21:07:09
Earth is made up of people from all over the Universe. 
Steve   9/7/2016 22:02:10
Indeed, my mother in law came from planet Nagg.
Why Aren't They Visible Comments – 2016 July 09

I am certain people saying it (higher self), refer to a section or portion of their soul.
Yes; which portion?
Uhhhhhh….I don't know.



The explanation will be the part of you of which you are not aware.
That sounds good; I like it.
Temporary unawareness is not higher.
The Higher Self – 2016 July 18

The understanding seems to be: there is a higher authority above oneself, made up of oneself.
No; you are the sole authority of, over and under yourself.
But we can't seem to control it.
The sensation of not controlling oneself is, itself, complete control of oneself.
The Higher Self – 2016 July 18

Please explain what humans are thinking about when they say higher soul.
Any of you reading the words, considering the concept, giving the notion value of any sort, are doing so 
because you are exploring the reality that you are more than your body and physical surroundings.
The Higher Self – 2016 July 18

Can we get benefit from listening to our greater self?
Of course, and all of you do it all the time. It is called listening to your conscience............
What does a person exploring their greater self do, to achieve it?
Believe and listen.
The Higher Self – 2016 July 18

There is no portion of your soul separate from you, and another piece is brought along for a human life 
journey.
There are only differences of relative awareness, and recognition of them allows access to all of your 
soul. 
Irrelevant memories of another life are separated from you by your choice to not be aware of them. Such 
awareness and memories are not your soul.
The Higher Self Comments – 2016 July 18

The uniqueness of the soul's existence is even greater beyond the human body awareness held by a 
human life.
The Higher Self Comments – 2016 July 18

On Earth, the repository of your soul seems not so easy to recall; this because your path through life is 
not immediately related to the memory and knowledge that is always with you, never separate and never 
requiring a re-joining or re-connection.
The Higher Self Comments – 2016 July 18

Doubt is protection, skepticism a shield. Good it is to have these, good it is to learn how they might be 
lowered. Total protection can create isolation, smugness in one's self assured bubble of ignorance.
In The Fall Of 2016 Everything Will Change...... – 2016 July 19

Mankind will be offered unmistakable evidence it is not alone in the galaxy, that intelligent civilizations 
exist, they know about Earth and everything on it and now welcome humanity's understanding of this 
fact.
In The Fall Of 2016 Everything Will Change.....Comments – 2016 July 19

Time is an illusion from the point-of-view where time does not apply; if a soul chooses an environment 
where it is measured and effective, then it is real to the occupants of that environment.
Week Beginning 24 July 2016  Comments – 2016 July 24

Humans do not control or influence visitors to Earth beyond the ability to make invitations, which 
requires belief inside the inviters, then acceptance by the the invited.
Week Beginning 24 July 2016  Comments – 2016 July 24



The person you knew who dies is NOT the same person, who has died. You will not be the same person 
either, when you return home. Just as an actor is no longer a character after the performance is finished.
Week Beginning 24 July 2016  Comments – 2016 July 24

The fractured souls are closest to the center of the explosion (nuclear). The effects, however, reach far 
beyond Earth and well across the quadrant of the galaxy, and cause great disturbance and distress. 
Observing the torture of children, to humans, is similar to the effect a nuclear detonation creates across 
the galaxy and universe when humans perish in the act, their souls fragmented and scattered far across 
the universe.
We wish to say, there is no sequence to the occurrence of lifetimes, although there is a chronological 
template that applies to Earth.
Week Beginning 24 July 2016  Comments – 2016 July 24

How does the acquisition of speech suppress telepathic ability?
Replacement.
Telepathy – 2016 July 29

How would an adult become telepathic?
Two initial steps are essential; the learner must accept it is possible. This can be achieved through 
demonstration and observation. The second step is to practice with another telepath
Telepathy – 2016 July 29

What advantages or benefits come from telepathy?
One; honesty. From there many derive however they are merely subsets or side effects of the principal, 
key benefit; honesty. Trust. Confidence.
Telepathy – 2016 July 29

Speech on Earth did not develop; it was planted in humans as an immediate ability............The ability to 
communicate telepathically is a two way thoroughfare; the sender is receiver and vice versa. This quickly 
develops into equality of thoughts, information and understanding. Such equality was not conducive to the
purpose ET visitors created humanoid workers on Earth.........Slavery is contrast; it exists as freedom 
denied and thus freedom must exist. To the created being unaware of freedom, slavery is not the same. To 
ensure these beings would not be the same, speech was taught and emphasized to suppress telepathic 
ability to the point it would not be possible.
Telepathy – 2016 July 29

All of you have far larger vocabularies of recognition, both reading and listening, than for speech or 
writing. So is the case with your ET visitor cousins, who will find spoken conversation, in which they are 
required to formulate replies, difficult. They will prefer to transcribe written responses, and this will be 
demonstrated to great enjoyment. Humans will speak questions, the responses coming in written words 
displayed by projection onto a laser beam like panel.
Telepathy – 2016 July 29

Telethinking means understanding a person holds that s/he is considered dishonest by others, is also 
perceived,,,,,,,,,,,,,,, Imagine having a criminal record tattooed on the arm for all to see, updated the 
moment a new item applies. All involved souls are linked by awareness of one another and thought.
Telepathy – 2016 July 29

What's the range of telepathy?
The distance has no limitation. Telepathic thoughts traverse the galaxy and universe nearly instantly.
How about on Earth?
Instantly; any telepathic idea aimed at a destination is received as it is sent.
Telepathy – 2016 July 29



Are there any privacy restraints to telethinking?
Yes, based on the social hierarchy of the telepaths. Humans engaging in telethinking do not automatically 
discard or override the preferences of privacy others have. You may not invade the thoughts of another 
person without their desire to either grant general or specific access.
At what point in the galaxy do restrictions fade away?
At any point where all involved agree to do so; this is generally at the soul or spirit level. Spirit means the 
galaxy of energy beings, where no physicality or density that humans occupy, exists.
Telepathy – 2016 July 29

The heavens are as full of disagreement as Earth; there is no such thing as unity of thought and purpose; 
disagreement and difference of opinion and ideas are the basic structure of the universe, a concept many 
humans find struggling.
The advantage humans gain by accepting it, is insight then understanding. The practical benefits are 
detection of dishonesty and deceit.
Telepathy – 2016 July 29

Do children who have not yet learnt to speak have the ability of telepathy?
Yes, children have less social learning covering it 
Do animals have this ability, since they do not speak?
Yes
If we deliberately direct a thought to a person or animal
The issue is recognition the sender recognizes.Thought is the basis for all energy, inside the insides of 
what creates electricity. It is farther inside the structure of what humans call light photons, or atomic 
components.
Those people who can't hear or speak..do they develop telepathic ability?
They already have it and yes, use it far more naturally and vigorously than others
Speech can be acquired without replacing telepathy; this requires acknowledgement by the speech 
teachers
Telepathy Comments – 2016 July 29

Most humans will not discover personal latent telepathic ability even if presented with the opportunity 
and knowledge it exists...........Others will accept it yet not pursue the effort necessary to use it, just as 
few make the effort to learn a new language code without pressure and need.
Telepathy Comments – 2016 July 29

Always wonder what they feel as they perceive my message ; what's the feeling /thought ?
Is it recognized as a personal message or just a general loving energy floating around ?
Yes, the animals and plants to which you send your sentiments DO receive them, and benefit. The deer 
are not in your yard accidentally; your benevolent thoughts attract them. Plants are not ambulatory, they
have no ability to move. They flourish when appreciated; it is as good for them as water or fertilizer.
Both; your thoughts are received collectively and specifically, as best benefits each plant, animal or 
group to which you send your emotions.
Telepathy Comments – 2016 July 29

Is there ever going to be an end to what seems to be the permanent conflict and stand-off between Israel and 
Palestine?
Yes. Events larger than either player will overtake mankind and put this issue on a back and cold burner. 
The invested members of the opposition on both sides of the issue today, will not live forever. Their 
children live a different experience, their grandchildren are and will live an even far more distinct 
existence, under which the causes and motivations of the trouble will fade.
Yasser Arafat – 2016 July 31

What's really going to change in the US government if Trump wins the election?
Not much, on a day-to-day basis. The size and extent of its reach is massive; it will not be easy to reduce it,



and we say, reductions in government size will occur as other forces of the shift take effect, almost without 
regard to the chosen leadership.
American Politics Revisited – 2016 August 07

What about militarily? Are we going to see resurgence and worse, more war involving the USA?
There will be efforts to bolster military capability yet general, sustained increases in the use of military 
force will not come about. Terrorism will be the focus.
American Politics Revisited – 2016 August 07

No trancing (Is that a word? It is now) is involved; the communication is in & through my mind, in both 
directions. Telepathy, in other words. I do the typing myself; I get individual or clumps of words from 
time to time, but mostly I receive thoughts, in bursts, clumps or long series of ideas.
American Politics Revisited Comments Patrick – 2016 August 07

We often do not (predict), because the outcome is undecided or knowledge would distort the outcome; 
in others such forecasts could become interference we cannot commit.
American Politics Revisited Comments – 2016 August 07

Sequences and subsequence of lives or incarnations, cannot be set out as your question suggests. All 
lives are essentially simultaneous, from the viewpoint of the soul.
Week of 07 August 2016  Comments – 2016 August 07

Crop circle Aug 1 2016  A “triangulated grid”
The dates of August 23 or thereabouts - not all places on Earth have the same date simultaneously, as 
you know - and 100 days after August 1st - November 8, are related. 
This latter date is election day in the USA; events of both the 23 of August and November 8 will be 
related and well understood on November 8. 
The makers of this design wish to send the message that current Earth events are being watched with 
great interest.
Week of 07 August 2016  Comments – 2016 August 07

A soul can cease being separate and rejoin the source from which it set off on its own journey. This is as
close to not existing as possible.
Week of 07 August 2016  Comments – 2016 August 07

Marriage is nearly always a planned life event...........Long term mates and often also short term, are 
nearly always life plan encounters.
Week of 07 August 2016  Comments – 2016 August 07

To fine tune thinking thus attraction means lessen effort, which distorts, diffuses and delays. Sometimes
deflects...we hope you like the letter "d" which is also half of "do, which you shall.
Simply visualize and think. No more is required. 
The multidimensional self is you, no more or less, and you do know what you want. There is no separate
list of wants to be hunted, discovered and enjoyed. You already know what you want. Think of it.
Vibration matches are feelings, when they are good, both the feeling and the match. 
Discard time as a component of the process; because it does not exist. You perceive it to exist, but for 
the process of manifesting your desire, it does not. Cast aside this consideration and erase from your 
expectations a time schedule. Your desire will come to you as alignment occurs.
Week of 07 August 2016  Comments – 2016 August 07

What's Malta's connection with Atlantis?
it is a remnant of the land mass that once was Atlantis.
Was Malta regularly visited by ETs in prehistory?
Yes, with a certain frequency
Did Jesus and/or Mary Magdalene visit Malta? If yes, when and why?
Jesus yes, after his escape from Judea after resettling in what is now France. His wife never went there.



Week of 07 August 2016  Comments Malteser – 2016 August 07

Crop Circle : The makers of the design do so with electricity, specifically with a focused electromagnetic 
field much more intense than humans currently create.
The time required is about five to ten minutes.
The small scout ship making the design hovers over the location and makes successive passes across a
square or rectangular area around the design, with a beam switched on and off as it passes over. The 
beam travels up then down each column, covering a width of only a few centimeters, moving at a speed 
sufficient to cover the area in only a few minutes. The column width is only several centimeters, and the 
beam makes approximately five to ten passes per second, and moves along each row at several hundred
meters per second. 
The designs are made at night, the ship is cloaked, the beam is invisible to the human eye and silent. 
The crop itself emits sound as it is bent over, snapped over is a better human word, however that sound 
only travels a short distance. No humans are present to hear it; anytime one might come close, the 
creation of the design is postponed. Thermal detection reveals the presence of any animal, and allows 
humans to be detected and avoided. It is very unusual for humans to be present in a field of crops a few 
hours before dawn
Week of 14 August 2016  Comments Patrick – 2016 August 14

Loss of consciousness resembles sleep; the soul departs the body and does just as it might, when sleep
takes over. Often a soul remains in close physical proximity; what occurs inside the body is usually 
independent of and unrelated to the soul's temporary departure.
Week of 14 August 2016  Comments – 2016 August 14

Telepathic or channeling ability exists in everyone. Communication is a two way street. Start by 
speaking to your Guardian Angel Guides with your thoughts or out loud with words, if you prefer. That's 
half the process already perfected, right there.

To hone the ability of receiving information simply involves practice. Practice listening to your thoughts;
the more often done, the more clear will become the "thoughts" that are not coming from or within you, 
the ideas and images and details and impressions that seem to "pop" into your head. When you feel that
happen - and you probably already do - you are hearing your GAGs.

Example - you're on your way out, opening the door and abruptly it pops into your head you're forgetting
something important. That thought is NOT you "remembering" - it's your guides reminding you. 
Week of 14 August 2016  Comments Patrick – 2016 August 14

What exactly is Fatima's third secret or prophecy?
"It is not a secret, it is a development few believe will occur as discussed, before happening. That 
guardian angel guides will reveal themselves to exist, temporarily assuming a physical appearance to 
achieve better spread and more accepted belief."
Week of 14 August 2016  Comments – 2016 August 14

What humans wish to call an archangel within the organizational chart humans wish to see in Heaven - 
and this we say, because there is an organization however it is not a hierarchy humans automatically, 
reflexively and intrinsically assume applies - do, have and will be incarnating as humans, throughout 
mankind's presence.
The abilities, connections and powers such spirits and souls possess are largely left behind, just as 
occurs with all humans and their souls, when choosing to journey across Earth, but for specific 
purposes and tasks.
Week of 14 August 2016  Comments – 2016 August 14

We are always joined with our complete self, it is not necessary to merge with something that is a 
permanent part of us, any more than an unused room of a house needs to merge or re-join the rest of the
structure.
There is no divine "part" of ourselves - we are 100% divine, through and through, all the time.
God is all of us already; we do not need to become what we are already a part of.



Our Guardian Angel Guide(s) is/are NOT a part of each one of us
Week of 14 August 2016  Comments Patrick – 2016 August 14

Physical strength of both existing earth species and the resulting new species(dna manipulation) far 
exceeded what the visitors (ET's) possessed in the Earth environment...............All life on Earth has been 
seeded, plant and animal. There are no other species of animal created from existing, which became a 
new species that developed and exists today in a way it would not have come about naturally, through 
evolution         The creation of one was not well accepted by the miners' colleagues and masters on their 
home planet; as it was well understood this would distort the natural development that would otherwise 
occur.
Week of 14 August 2016  Comments – 2016 August 14

The human brain can detect thoughts and interpret the meanings given through the audio manifestation,
even if the original word order is changed.
Week of 14 August 2016  Comments – 2016 August 14

Understanding Dark-Matter / Anti-Matter
It will explain the concepts of dimensionality, astrophysics, quantum mechanics and energy transfer and
transport that are unknown on Earth, it will help explain travel at velocities which exceed currently 
believed limits.
Week of 14 August 2016  Comments – 2016 August 14

What really happened to the USS Eldridge during the Philadelphia Experiment in 1943?

This experiment took place, but the time travel aspect was not travel through time but rather a look at an 
alternate, simultaneous reality. Time is an Earth phenomena or effect, peculiar and belonging to the 
environment where physical factors create its perception. We have touched on this previously. 
The effect created was to enter briefly a higher dimensionality which allowed a view of alternate, 
simultaneous paths of events or existence. 
The vessel was indeed rendered invisible but the effort abandoned, because of the side effects not 
anticipated or understood. The several sailors whose bodies and parts were found embedded in metal 
were the result of entrance into a higher dimensionality and abrupt re-entry into the range human 
existence and environment mankind occupies.
Week of 14 August 2016  Comments – 2016 August 14

Is it worth the effort to be human and live through a reduced slice of understanding; a deliberately smaller 
viewer window?
Of course, that is the purpose and meaning of being a human, only truly appreciated after graduation.
Edgar Dean “Ed” Mitchel – 2016 August 17

Seeing Earth from a distance - As human, I felt this just as every human does, but did not understand 
what I now know is natural; that the sensation of seeing something live and with your own eyes is not only 
the view and image the eyes process. It is connection to the energy and life of what is before you. This is 
why a blind person will appreciate a great sight blindness suggests cannot be seen. There is a feeling and 
connection eye organs only suggest or indicate.
Edgar Dean “Ed” Mitchel – 2016 August 17

Knowledge of quantum energy, dimensions, matter and physics, where the ability to travel across the 
galaxy is neither understood nor believed.
There is a pattern to development of such knowledge, and the alien extraterrestrial societies also know 
well their own histories of crossing these interesting stages of development. They keenly balance benefit 
and well being of the observed with interests and curiosity of and as observers.
Edgar Dean “Ed” Mitchel – 2016 August 17

Time among humans is a great tool; it is one of the aspects of a human life journeyed across Earth that 
most attracts a soul. Time's passage allows development, review and planning.



Gender – 2016 August 20

Great emotion and pain attaches to the notion of sexual fidelity, because great emotion attaches to the 
behavior.
Gender – 2016 August 20

Jurgen Ziewe's Vistas of Infinity
"The accounts described in the book are reliable to the author. The reader is but observer; how much 
belief do you wish to give, for something you have not experienced yourself?
To replicate the experience, make an attempt. What we say is, all humans do this, when asleep.
How many wish to do so as the book describes, retaining conscious memories able to be drawn forth 
when awake and at will? Those who believe.
Week of 21 August 2016 Comments – 2016 August 21

Many things seem instinctive because such traits, qualities and behaviors are either specifically chosen or 
accepted as a seemingly natural part of human behavior.
Remember humans were created, not evolved. This means the behaviors are the result of a chosen, not a 
developed, trend.
The Meaning Of Predictions – 2016 September 02

Attempting to exercise control supplies an illusion of safety, where this illusion serves a need in a specific 
human.
The Meaning Of Predictions – 2016 September 02

We often get no prediction from you; in fact, I get silence. Why?
Control. You must sense you have it. You always do, all of you, but you must sense that you indeed have it. 
A beautiful sunset means something different, or nothing at all, to a blind person. You would quickly lose a
sense of control if predictions were regularly issued, and participation in events would wane. Disinterest 
would rise and this would undermine the purpose of your life.
The Meaning Of Predictions – 2016 September 02

If a soul chooses a personality disorder condition prior to incarnating or is it the result of karma and
past-life misdeeds?
Yes and no.
The Annual Most Brief Answer Award is hereby given to…
Karma we have discussed many a time; there is no karma representing a storage of missteps, errors and 
misdeeds that require retribution, payback or repentance. These views are human, both the concept of a 
misdeed and payment for it.
Pervasive Personality Disorders – 2016 September 04

What benefit can a soul obtain from choosing life as a psycho- or sociopath?
Experience. It is better to be both victimizer and victim, and often two lives are required to achieve this 
framing.
Pervasive Personality Disorders – 2016 September 04

Our human desire for good, and our natural desire to avoid the bad, seems to play a role.
The affected personality (sociopath) plays to the desires of victims.
Pervasive Personality Disorders – 2016 September 04

What happens when two socio-psychopaths encounter one another?
They repel, as do two like poles of a magnet.
Why?
The pattern of responses sought by the victimizer does not engage, and the victimizer almost immediately 



recognizes success is unlikely.
Pervasive Personality Disorders – 2016 September 04

As a socio- or psychopath matures, s/he learns to conceal. This makes early detection difficult, and this 
characteristic of human society is often motivation for a soul to consider life as either victim or victimizer.
Pervasive Personality Disorders – 2016 September 04

To ask if souls/spirits have always been or was there something before us, exists as a question only inside 
the perception of time. There is no before or after, for us or for you. There is; you and we, are.

We exist because we do, all of us. There is no reason, cause or purpose, no goal, objective or trajectory......
Our shared, permanent and perpetual existence is set aside unseen, as we travel and experience the 
creations we form.

Source and spirit indeed are the same, two names for the same thing............
There is no need for source, it does not serve a purpose by existing...........

Why do we sometimes exist as humans or other physical beings, detached from a greater reality we know is 
there but cannot feel, see, touch, smell or hear?
To learn.........

The attraction and appeal of certain substances humans ingest, called drugs, which distort the pattern and
template of bodily function, is because these offer a glimpse into the existence of the soul as it normally 
exists. The effects are negative to the body, and thus negative to all physical bodies who know the physical 
body under the temporary influence...........
These should not be done, as these chemical effects undermine then eventually destroy the body each of 
you chose. The decision to live in a body - as compared to the existence of simply the soul - is to experience
the circumstances. To debilitate the body is robbery of opportunity, the most valuable thing your soul can 
have. The most valuable thing any soul possesses.
Souls and Spirits – 2016 September 09

What is your home?

A place that is nowhere, at no time, in no order and in no time.

All existence you perceive, stars, planets, nebulae and everything that exists in your physical universe, 
does so as a collective manifestation of the desire to see aspects of yourself, pieces of the grand puzzle that 
is not a puzzle at all.
You are all connected and ever more distinct, by virtue of these connections. The existences of your 
universe, and the many others, occur as a result of the desire to connect. The wish to be linked in as many 
ways as possible, is what creates the matter, the substance, the chemicals, the rock, stone, dirt, air, energy 
and life of all things physical, in many dimensions and levels...........
Your existence on Earth is a great exploration of the connections, and as you experience more and more of
the things Earth offers, the greater become your connections to all things and the stronger become your 
individual existences..........
Everything surrounding you, exists to allow a reverse flow and view. The illusion of time, rhyming with 
line, exists to create the latter with the former. It delineates - a pun of your human word we have intended 
- a physical view of one of the infinite number of possible connections with all things. As each new 
connection is made, a new thing appears in your environment; a new tree, person, animal, cloud and 
breeze.

You have always existed and always will. The perception of your home of Heaven, with a hierarchy and 
organization structure, is the continuing human perception discovery of the latticework of ever growing 



connections between spirits and souls of all existence, which always is.

When a soul travels to a planet to live as a physical being upon it, the connections any soul has to all 
spirits and souls, is temporarily turned off, yet the connections exist always. The alien extraterrestrial of 
another world sees you as uniquely and strangely as you see her or him or them, and seeks you to discover 
a unique view for the connections with you that already exist.
The journey of discovery into these connections, is the meaning of life.

You will want to know what created you; we say, you did. Your existence is permanent, and always is. 
Everything manifested in, on and around Earth results from the collective sum total of the journeys of 
discovery upon which each of you has embarked. We have also chosen to accompany you on this journey, 
as one of discovery for ourselves, also.

Great pain is great joy, but the joy is not seen. This creates the pain; the end comes to joy, when the 
connection is followed back to its origin and the full circle of the journey is seen, loved and understood.
Souls and Spirits – 2016 September 09

A good diet is the ideal balance of proteins, complex carbohydrates, soluble and insoluble fiber and the 
"good" fats; mono- and polyunsaturated.
Ideal = 3 units of lean protein to 4 of carbohydrate. Vegetables and fruits supply many important 
nutrients plus the fiber in many of them (but not all). Nuts add the good unsaturated fats, as do many 
grains (flax seed, for example) and avocados.
Souls and Spirits Comments Patrick – 2016 September 09

Thermal propulsion will be replaced by magnetic, including control and lift. Wings used to create air 
pressure differences and lift will not be necessary, and aircraft will hover easily. 
The early prototypes of these aircraft will be seen in about fifty years..........
They will be entirely microprocessor controlled; all the occupants will need to do is select a destination 
and off they will go.......
High speed rail suspended off a monorail by electrical charge and magnetism will become common for 
travelling up to one thousand and sometimes twelve hundred kilometers. Longer distances than this will 
utilize the high altitude stationary balloon, which shall remained fixed as Earth rotates below
Amelia Earheart – 2016 September 15

All aircraft will be identified when taking flight, and all nations will be able to identify all aircraft 
instantly. The technology to allow this instant and utterly reliable identification will be developed just as 
the ability to neutralize airborne threats comes about.........
Focused light beams, what are now called lasers, will become undefeatable. The situation with aircraft will
become the way it is with automobiles today. They are not seen as weapons or carriers of them; ground 
vehicles for this purpose are not used as transportation and motorists do not perceive a car to be a 
weapon..............
Changes soon to come to Earth will put war and aggression far down the list of possibilities.
Amelia Earheart – 2016 September 15

Flying will reduce because of economic change and a reduced role of hydrocarbon use. That impact will be
much stronger in truck and automobile traffic.
Amelia Earheart – 2016 September 15

Heaven is the multiplication of all physical objects humans perceive on Earth; everything is both smaller 
and larger and manifested in unlimited quantities, as the observer chooses to see or present them.
Heavenly Dimensions – 2016 September 19

On Earth, you enter an environment where you slow down the manifestation of the larger or smaller 
cubes, by slowing down ability to see the many of them, simultaneously. They all exist, but for relative 



inability to see them.
Heaven surrounds you, you are a key part of it and you are one and infinite numbers of cubes larger and 
smaller. All at once.
Heavenly Dimensions – 2016 September 19

They communicate as a collective voice. I do not "hear" them individually, that I can distinguish, although
I do get the feeling Herman takes the lead on science, math and physics type things. Matthew does general
philosophy and galaxial subjects and Gabrianna supplies human behavior insights, development and 
world history.
The Committee – 2016 September 20

Shouldn't they, as non-physical beings be just a halo or a point of light or an orb? 
Yes, but how boring is that?" (Committee answer)
The Committee Comments – 2016 September 20

Humans are aliens and appear very unusual to many beings seeing one of you for the first time. We can 
appear a certain way for convenience and ease of familiarity. Read a book, how does the scenery 
described appear? There will be great variations between readers of the same novel.
The Committee Comments – 2016 September 20

There is a beautifully well designed organization, but it is not what humans would consider a hierarchy. 
There are few rules, no concept of infractions or penalties for not following a rule, here, there is always a
soul ready to step in and fill the role where necessary, to keep the organization operating to its 
collectively agreed purpose, objective & mission. There is no homogeneous blend of talents, faults, 
traits and behaviors, to use a human adjective. You will find Heaven is many multiples more diverse than
human life, in each soul and in the collective. This is to say, each of you is as complex and diverse as 
ten or twenty souls from five regions of Earth. In Heaven you are Japanese, Brazilian, Russian, French 
and Australian simultaneously, and these blend perfectly that the differences do not conflict. On Earth, 
subsets of a soul's personality appear temporarily as cultural, as humans know well, and all of you also 
know that great variations exist within any one identifiable clan. As an example, it is easy to gather ideas
about Americans yet vast differences exist within this observed group, and so forth throughout Earth. 
Raise these differences to many mathematical powers, the entire process coordinated as a symphonic 
orchestra, and you begin to see Heaven. 
God is all of us, you and we, together. Archangels are a human view; these are souls and spirits who 
serve as coordinators and consultants, not masters or controllers.
The Committee Comments – 2016 September 20

Simultaneousness requires time. Absence of this perception also removes the concept, because there is
no time, thus no simultaneous occurrence. Everything exists, simply.
The Committee Comments – 2016 September 20

There is no risk or danger to the application of mental energy. There exists no such thing as too much.
Sciense Headaches Again  – 2016 September 24

A vessel is not surrounded with energy of a destination, the traveler tunes to the energy frequency or 
signature of the desired location. No calculation but rather synchronization is what achieves the alignment
thus travel.
Belief is the first and main ingredient.
Sciense Headaches Again  – 2016 September 24

Collectively, all of you can manifest snow at the level of the sea on the equator. You do not believe this is 
possible. Belief creates proof from action.
Volume of Santa Claus  – 2016 September 25

You have to define "truly believe" : if there is a one percent doubt in your belief, then you don't truly 



believe...you need to feel it deep inside, 100%. The 1% of doubt can make a huge difference in 
manifestation not happening!
Volume of Santa Claus Comments Lysa  – 2016 September 25

What you project in the universe with fear is, for example in the case of war, attacks, aggression, lack of 
security, etc...so that's what you'll attract, and you will personally shift into a reality matching this (an 
alternate reality of Earth, one of its many possibilities), but there still will be other realities of Earth 
where everything is fine,with no war...
Volume of Santa Claus Comments Lysa  – 2016 September 25

A superstition is a sort of "permission slip" for something to happen, linked to your belief system, so 
yes, it can (cause bad thing to happen), depending on how strong this permission slip is for you
Volume of Santa Claus Comments Lysa  – 2016 September 25

Proof is simply training, from experience. There is no such thing as proof to a newborn human; there 
either is, or there is not. The baby wants to see her or his mother or father and accepts what is seen, the 
presence or the absence of the parent. The baby does not consider proof.
Belief & Proof  – 2016 September 27

It is the nature of your soul to believe, and to know what you should. The learned process of requiring 
acceptable evidence will never overtake or erase the essence of your existence.
Belief & Proof  – 2016 September 27

How can people be taught to hear and believe their inner voice, in examples such as above?
By listening, and keeping track. Once enough of such insights occur, the pattern of being accurate almost 
all the time will become obvious.
Belief & Proof  – 2016 September 27

The experience of the illusion (Earth environment) is wonderful, and this justifies the use of evidence and 
proof against doubt and uncertainty, to create belief.
Belief & Proof  – 2016 September 27

I imagine it's good to define "spiritual" point-of-view. What is it?
A human creation.
Spiritual Meaning  – 2016 September 30

What does spiritual meaning signify?
We will say, it is desire for another to provide insight the questioner does not want to see, yet does. Where 
a questioner chooses to have another soul interpret for her or himself.
Spiritual Meaning  – 2016 September 30

Is it possible we're not supposed to see into all angles or aspects of a situation?
No. There is no censorship or restriction of information, spiritually. The choice or inability of insight into 
a known situation is a human selection, often a life plan event.
Spiritual Meaning  – 2016 September 30

New souls come from existing ones; there is no limit to increase in mass, volume and size because these 
concepts and the measurement of them, do not apply to your soul.
A Break In The Action  – 2016 October 18

A new soul springs forth with connections to all souls and things of each and every soul. Thus it is not a 
new soul, but rather a new direction.
A Break In The Action  – 2016 October 18



What is the purpose of creation of a soul?
Growth. General, specific, individual and collective.
A Break In The Action  – 2016 October 18

Universal "Free will"  is a concept that doesn't necessarily mean that you can choose to kill, implode the 
Earth or stop the Sun from shining. Free will is larger than the commonly limited human understanding 
because the average human think ME, but souls think WE.

THE COLLECTIVE SOULS in the UNIVERSE have a free will. Humans are partly limited to the choices of 
your souls own agenda plus minus some unforeseen circumstances even they can't stop from 
happening. Within that agenda you have a free will. That agenda might not be to your liking - not even 
the slightest so, yet - by all means attempted to be pursued by the guardian angels of your choice.

When a person is victimized - that persons soul agreed with the soul of the offender long before the 
event. That is FREE WILL. The victim doesn't understand this, nor the offender. No human court would 
forgive the offender with this explanation, yet, it's true. Their souls both look for the experience, 
understanding and the consequences of the event in the life review..................

You have the ultimate free will to forgive the fictious brutal murderer of your family, the rapist of your 
daughter and give the offenders everything you own so you can live as a begging munk the rest of your 
life. Will you?
A Break In The Action Comments Yang  – 2016 October 18

Incarnation can be inserted into any period of the human calendar..........If you have seen a Star Trek 
episode where a holodeck is displayed, this is an analogy. Human holograms are an 
approximation, very basic, of the projection of your soul into a dense environment.
A Timely Reader Question  – 2016 October 23

There is no first or last incarnation, only an Earth time numbering and order, applicable only to and on 
Earth. There is no last incarnation. There is no reincarnation. Not for, from or to your soul. There is only 
incarnation.
A Timely Reader Question  – 2016 October 23

The same soul you always are, and how you choose to experience consciousness in a certain 
incarnation is a selection you make. You will choose several themes and experiences to explore, and any
or all of them might cause you to select certain personalities and expression, or manifestation. The 
basic personality and essence of your soul remains intact, permanently and forever.
A Timely Reader Question  – 2016 October 23

The brain is a receiver of transmissions, a compiler of data. The repository of human information is not 
located in the human brain
An example of parallel existence  – 2016 October 26

Injury to a brain causes effect; separate databases of knowledge - such as a language - are sent through 
separate sections of the brain.
An example of parallel existence  – 2016 October 26

Speech loss or change of accent: This effect occurs because of parallel lives; the change in accent or shift in
language ability is to something being used in another life, either future or past along the Earth timeline. 
Parallel, alternate and simultaneous to the soul.
An example of parallel existence  – 2016 October 26

There is an Earth magnetic grid confluence or node ........as is common where rivers converge.
Standing Rock  – 2016 October 30



How to solve disputes without physical violence and war? Consider the effects as the price of success, both
paid by winner and loser, with consideration given by the winner to becoming the loser. Empathy, in other 
words; the attacker seeks to be attacked and must understand this.
Standing Rock  – 2016 October 30

You humans create your government, as you create your reality. You have more ability and authority that 
is commonly seen, and exercise of that ability will be more prevalent from this time forward. Everything 
has changed; a new energy washes over Earth now.
20 Questions – DJ Trump – 2016 November 11

Acceptance that one's soul is part of much greater presence to oneself, and also is part of a vast 
community, quickly causes a realignment to happen. Humans call this condition 'happiness'.
Levels Of Conciousness – 2016 November 15

Sleep visits can maintain alignment, if the human once awake chooses to apply what is discussed, offered, 
suggested and recommended when asleep.
Levels Of Conciousness – 2016 November 15

Acknowledgement of this process, simply that it exists and occurs, opens the flood gates for guardian 
guide and angelic assistance, when requested.
Levels Of Conciousness – 2016 November 15

Body configurations do not determine mind and soul. In other words, the mind and soul are not 
controlled by or dependent upon a body. 
Levels Of Conciousness Comments – 2016 November 15

Acknowledgment and acceptance must occur in all of the bodies(physical body, the emotional and 
mental body, the etheric body, and so forth)."
The Committee: "For collective effect, yes. For individuals, only the individual is required."
Levels Of Conciousness Comments – 2016 November 15

"How do we become more fully conscious of the Soul and thus 'become" the Soul in human form with 
complete awareness of that fact?"
The Committee: "Die." 
Levels Of Conciousness Comments – 2016 November 15

The forces which move the electrons, protons and neutrons of atoms, and create those three building 
blocks, or components of atoms, are the forces of Heaven. 
Space Travel Science – 2016 November 17

Above the Earth environment, velocity reduces mass, energy goes down, not up, with higher velocity. This 
is reason your human word light refers to less weight and also visible photons of electromagnetic energy.

Once the velocity of an electron exceeds 300,000 meters per second, its physical properties are altered, and
the object it helps compose vanishes from the Earth environment; it disappears yet still exists. This is the 
reason souls and spirits are invisible until their velocity is temporarily slowed to match the environment a 
human requires to see them.
Space Travel Science – 2016 November 17

Frequency means the inherent energetic vibration. Think of sound waves, a good example. Sound is 
energy moving through a medium, such as air or water and so forth. The medium itself is not what the 
energy is; the medium reflects the passage of the energy through it.
Space Travel Science – 2016 November 17



The equation that energy equals mass multiplied by the speed of light squared only applies where there is 
a range of light velocity related to mass. Such as Earth. Where the limits of light velocity are no longer 
applicable, mass decreases when energy rises. Energy equals mass times velocity to the negative of its 
square, or E = mc-2 in Earth terms.
Space Travel Science – 2016 November 17

This device (EmDrive - Impulse power in StarTrek) creates the release of energy much the same way an 
electrical explosion releases energy, without physical components. The release of the energy nevertheless 
acts upon physical devices, much the way electromagnetic energy, or simply magnetism, act on solids 
encountered.
Warp Drive – 2016 December 01

Impulse power - The two magnetic fields oppose one another, and the resulting release provides 
propulsion, much the same way heat energy achieves the effect.
Warp Drive – 2016 December 01

It (Warp drive) operates in a similar way, however the source energy and multiplication utilize nuclear 
fission and crystals, to create then amplify the energy to achieve velocities above the human perceived 
limit of three hundred thousand kilometers per second.
Warp Drive – 2016 December 01

The galaxy will be reached over similar time intervals, with warp speeds, as points inside your solar 
system are reached with impulse drive propulsion.
Warp Drive – 2016 December 01

The limitation to space exploration will not be ability to develop thrust; it will be navigation.
Warp Drive – 2016 December 01

Human space exploration shows and movies are enjoyed enormously by many races around the galaxy. 
Human science fiction is consumed with great interest.
Warp Drive – 2016 December 01

Imagination is the power (yes POWER) of the mind and does create things; physical things, 
circumstances and almost anything humans perceive.
Warp Drive Comments Patrick – 2016 December 01

To communicate with your Guardian Angels and Guides, simply think your thoughts their way, in their 
direction. The same thing happens when you speak or write, but for humans you add words, ingested by
their ears and eyes, and in reverse. (Or finger bumps for the blind). THAT'S IT.
To hear the answer, "listen" with your mind. Do not expect words or the sensation of words, spoken or 
written. Wait for thoughts. It's a human habit to believe every thought crossing our minds is our own. 
NO, not true...... The only requirement to hear back from our guides, or any other being to whom we 
direct our thoughts, is belief the process exists. THAT'S IT. 
Warp Drive Comments Patrick – 2016 December 01

For The USA. - If they seek to lift development and involvement with Cuba, they will have a good 
reception but they must understand they cannot do so and control things as if they were in Kansas. They 
must accept Cuba as they encounter it.
Fidel Alejandro Castro Ruz – 2016 December 07

For the world, walk in the place and shoes of your target, to know his path and how he feels as he follows 
it.
Fidel Alejandro Castro Ruz – 2016 December 07



Socialism leads at its extreme to communism ( which, when imposed, is confiscation, deportation, loss 
of freedom by means of police)
Capitalism leads at its extreme to turbo-capitalism( which, when imposed, is called shock economy, 
warfare, extraordinary rendition, loss of freedom by means of police)
Fidel Alejandro Castro Ruz Comments Pierluigi – 2016 December 07

Listen to your inner voice above all, after listening to the voices which surround you. This will remove 
confusion and make you more calm.
Popular Sentiment vs Belief – 2016 December 07

Autism has been addressed here before. Humans with this condition, especially the more acute cases, 
are highly developed and advanced souls, here to observe and learn. They are not victims or to be seen 
as defective - they are to be admired. They are the ultimate star children among us. As close to Gods on 
Earth as we could have. Asperger's Syndrome is a part of it.
Reading Russia Comments Patrick – 2016 December 07

Trump will be re-elected if he chooses it, and it's a virtual certainty he will.
Reading Russia Comments Patrick – 2016 December 07

Awareness and opinion will flourish in a way they have not sprouted before. Against these tendencies of 
opinion and policy will be geophysical events occurring in a steadily increasing way, across Earth. As long 
as great physical damage and injury are not done to concentrations of populations, the view of a trend will
not be adopted. There will begin to be more geophysical events affecting larger populations, at least posing
a threat even if damage is not done.
2016-2017 – 2016 December 29

Will your long ago predicted increase in volcanic eruptions and atmospheric ash begin in 2017?
Yes, but not recognized as such. You who have been here, will see it as the start of a trend to affect all of 
Earth. The vast majority of mankind will not see this, and a large proportion would dismiss the idea 
upper atmospheric volcanic ash will have effects we have set out.
2016-2017 – 2016 December 29

Summary for 2016..............
The rise of change. The see saws.
What similar title could 2017 be expected to have?
The package lands with a thud.
2016-2017 – 2016 December 29

You first came here for a reason you might not see, or remember............ Many more of you return 
regularly. The reasons for return are, however, more obvious, and our message is, many things in human 
lives occur with a certain aspect of perceived randomness, which are not.

You were one and all directed here for specific purpose. Your medium is just like you, in this aspect.

Look around you, as things of both great beauty or horror are seen; apply understanding to reaction. The 
result will be pleasing for you, beneficial and of permanent value. The positive effect on others who 
surround you will be contagious.
2016-2017 – 2016 December 29

A significant transformation is likely this year - alterations and improvements to all areas of your life, 
even though you may not immediately see the positive merits of certain situations. When the old buried 
emotion that is weighing you down is released, life suddenly becomes a lighter experience and is more 
easily understood and enjoyed. If you feel a sense of numbness or stagnation, it is because you are so 
close to accepting your full reality but are holding the emotions involved in, instead of expressing them 
out. This magnetic pressure prevents forward movement and draws you to a repeat of the very 



situations you would prefer to avoid. We have all been conditioned to believe that emotional expression 
denotes weakness and is “negative”. In fact, emotional expression is our strength, our own self-healing 
mechanism, our only means of freedom, and the ultimate tool of creativity. 
2016-2017 Comments Mike – 2016 December 29

All lives for all humans are influenced by "past" lives, where current lives in question, attempt to
add experience and the circumstances which supply them, which a prior life did not.
Carrie Fisher and Debbie Reynolds – 2016 December 30

CF: May the force be with you! I'm goddammed serious. That wasn't a movie tag line. We are all 
interconnected, whether or not some people, and most actually, don't think so. Go through life as if you 
are connected to everybody. Because, guess what? We all are.
DR: I agree and will add this; always listen to your heart when you are unsure. Unsure can be angry, 
afraid, sad, lonely, confused or simply undecided, even if you can't make up your mind about good things. 
Listen to your heart; it takes a split second and the answer will always be the right one for you, if you 
listen to your heart.
Carrie Fisher and Debbie Reynolds – 2016 December 30


